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1. Introduction 
Literature 
• Theory of  left- vs. right-brain - do scientific and creative brains actually exist? 
• Gardner - Theory of  Multiple Intelligences in 1983[1] 
• Multiple Intelligences Survey in 1999 defines which type of  brain a person has[2] 
• Cialone et al. inspiration; studied types of  artists to see whether perceptions of  images differed; how 

professions affect the mind[3] 
Aims 
• Address whether scientific thinkers see the world in a more straight-forward, natural way, and whether 

creative thinkers see the world in a more metaphorical sense, using their intelligence types as a way to 
more accurately distinguish which type of  thinker they are

2. Method 
Participants & Materials 
• 12 participants - 6 scientific, 6 creative; aged 18 - 25, currently in education 
• Scientific minds: logical and naturalistic; Creative minds: visual and existential[2] 
• The Multiple Intelligences Survey - questionnaire to find mind type[2] 
• Pictures - 6 abstract paintings 
Procedure & Analysis 
• Setting - conduct questionnaire/interview via Skype or in person 
• Questionnaire - complete MIS and calculate intelligence type 
• Interview - show each picture and ask to describe what they see, recording audio, then transcribe 
• Data - pick out all they saw in the images from the transcripts and fit into appropriate semantic fields 
• Analyse - collate and create a graph, showing how many times they mention each semantic field in 

their descriptions; create charts showing what percentage of  the Scientific answers related to particular 
semantic fields, and the same for Creative

4. Conclusion 
• Hypothesis supported; scientific minds saw natural phenomena more often than metaphorical ones. 

Creative minds saw natural too, but compared to Scientific seeing Earth 21% of  the time, Animals 19% 
of  the time, and Humans 18% of  the time, creative minds only saw them 7%, 7%, and 10% 
respectively - considerably less 

• Creative minds saw Metaphor, Mystical and Emotion most often, 26%, 21%, and 16% of  the time 
respectively, compared to scientific’s 2%, 6%, and 0% 

• Shows that Scientific saw more natural categories in the images, and Creative saw more metaphorical 
Future Work: 
• Occupation/type of  study of  the participants could be taken into account, and a more accurate method 

for finding brain type should be developed instead of  using a test to determine intelligence type

3. Results and Discussion 
• Human, Animal, Plant, Oceanic, Space, Human World, and Earth - “natural” categories; Mystical, 

Metaphorical, and Emotions - “metaphorical” categories 
• “Mystical”: not a real-life phenomenon; “Metaphor”: deeper meaning to the picture/symbolism for 

different event, etc.; “Emotion”: portrays emotion 
Results 
• Scientific saw Earth, Animal, and Human most, and Creative saw Metaphor, Mystical and Emotion 
• Hypothesis supported; Scientific saw Mystical only 6% of  the time, Metaphor 2%, and 0% for 

Emotion; Creative saw Mystical 21%, Metaphor 26%, and Emotion 16% 
• Creative saw Space 0% of  the time - much more natural and thus Scientific category 
Discussion 
• “Metaphorical” meanings (Mystical, Metaphor, and Emotion) mentioned more by Creative, and also 

mostly by them; more “natural” ones (Human through to Earth) mentioned mainly by Scientific 
• Cialone et al.’s study reflected - different artists perceived images differently; in this study, differently-

minded people perceived images differently, showing their brains view the world in different ways[3]
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